COTTON SEED HAT FROM BLABLA
Cute as a button! Flower detail gives this bucket-style
hat a touch of sweetness. Crochet knit will keep your
baby’s head warm. Pink hat has red flower; green hat
has blue flower.
A good reason to enjoy being a girl!
100% cotton.
Care Instructions: Hand wash.
Sizing Info: One size (newborn).
Import.
Pink or green.
#13986 $9.95

COTTON SEED BOOTIES FROM BLABLA
It’s clear that baby takes after her mother—she
wants to accessorize, too! How about a pair of shoes
to match her new hat?
These knit booties will keep little toes snug and
warm. Flower detail on the toe matches button
closure on the strap. Pink booties have red flower;
green booties have blue flower.
100% cotton.
Care Instructions: Hand wash.
Sizing Info: One size (newborn).
Import.
Pink or green.
#13987 $12.95

TEDDY BEAR JACK-IN-THE-BOX
FROM SCHYLLING
Play “Pop Goes The Teddy Bear” with this adorable
musical jack-in-the-box.
Each face of the aluminum box shows a day in the life
of the busy bear: Bears in a Boat, Bears Eating Eggs,
Bears In The Air, and Bears Racing Rabbits.
When the music stops, a teddy bear pops out of the top!
It’s educational and fun.
18 months and up.
Dimensions: 5.5”x5.5”x5.5”.
#12058 $24.95

SAND FISH RATTLE FROM INFANTINO
Shake, rattle and roll! Your baby will love this friendly
fish rattle with teether fins.
Shake it and watch the pretty beads roll around inside
the clear belly.
Easy to hold, fun to play with. Soft noise and bright
colors stimulate the senses.
3 months and up.
Plastic.
Dimensions: 5.5”x3”x3”.
#13833 $8.50

VINYL CAR SEAT PROTECTOR FROM GRACO
Make life easier on yourself—and your car—with a
little added protection. Stop worrying about car seat
scuffs and cleaning up messy spills.
Three organizer pockets provide a perfect place for
stashing snacks and toys.
Compatible with most car seat brands. Crash-tested
and LATCH-compatible.
Vinyl.
Care Instructions: Clean with damp sponge or cloth.
#13997 $9.99

ROLLER SHADE FROM GRACO
No more sun in your little one’s eyes.
Shade rolls up and down the window easily at the push
of a button. See-through fabric shields your baby from
harsh light.
It’s like having your own portable cloud!
Fits most vehicle windows.
Fabric.
Care Instructions: Clean with damp cloth or sponge.
#13998 $3.99

